Shared Humanity: 
Conversations between Jews and Palestinians for a Better Tomorrow

Join us for conversations that reach across the divides of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and strive for justice, security, freedom, and peace for all.

**Day One:** Continuing to Learn & Educate for Shared Humanity

**Monday, Feb. 26, 2024 | 4:00 - 5:00 pm | Fish Interfaith Center**

For two years **Mira Sucharov**, Jewish-Canadian political scientist, and **Omar Dajani**, Palestinian-American legal scholar, have traveled within, discussed the tough issues of, and written about this region and conflict. Their conversations demonstrate the difficulties, promises, and importance of developing friendships across the divide.

**Day Two:** Palestine/Israel Studies: Carving Out a New Intellectual Space

**Tuesday, Feb. 27, 2024 | 4:00 - 5:00 pm | Fish Interfaith Center**

Scholarship about Palestine/Israel has long been produced within separated scholarly associations, centers, and publications for Palestine studies and Israel studies. **Tamir Sorek** and **Sonia Boulos** have created and co-edited the new journal Palestine/Israel Review (begun 2024), which is an attempt to reshape the way we produce knowledge about Palestinians and Israelis. They examine the conditions necessary to build an intellectual community that considers Palestinians and Israelis as equals who belong to the same scholarly field.